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Executive Director Update
Energy Market Shortage & The Five “C’s” 

What do you think of when you hear the words coal, carbon, clean, capacity and cost all in the 
same sentence?  Does it spark your curiosity?  Does it concern you?  Well, let me provide some 
clarity on the relationship of these “C” words.

As a result of the carbon reduction requirements being proposed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, coal-fired power plants have and will continue to either shutdown (some due simply to 
their age) or will be forced to upgrade at a significant cost which may be counterproductive.  In 
Michigan alone, this requirement could force the closure of thirteen coal-fired power plants over 
the next few years. 
   
To reverse the trends of global warming, a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and other 
pollutants affecting the environment is the goal.  In other words, power that is produced from 
“clean” energy sources, such as wind and solar, is part of the solution.  But the question arises: 
will there be a generation capacity shortage, or energy shortfall, as a result of this mass departure 
of electric carbon-fueled generating plants from the market?  Are renewable sources or lower 
carbon-emitting natural gas plants ready to replace the lost coal-generating capacity to meet the 
demand? 

This period of instability will have an impact on cost, as we all know.  This is the law of supply and 
demand.  However, to what extent is still unknown. 

As was reported to you almost two years ago, TCL&P has been working to put into place 
mechanisms to ensure we have the necessary supply to meet the demand during this period 
of instability and beyond.  TCL&P recently entered into a Power Purchase Agreement with the 
Michigan Public Power Agency (MPPA) for an additional 3.6 MW of wind energy located in the 
thumb area of Michigan which will bring the utility to about 15% renewable energy. 

Additionally, we have joined many other municipal utilities in securing power purchases in the 
coming years.  The intent is to reduce the impact on rates by purchasing a larger volume through 
collaboration with other utilities which provides better pricing (like buying in bulk).  The prices we 
have secured for the next few years are below the contract prices from past contracts.  Therefore, 
we have positioned the utility to not having to budget for overall rate increases for the next few 
years.

I cannot see into the future, but I am confident that in the end, solutions to this 
looming generation shortage within the state will be in place that will provide the 
necessary energy capacity that is cleaner and more cost-effective.  What we all 
do in the meantime, and how this affects reliability and rates, falls on everyone. 
We ask all customers to think “efficiency” with all of your energy needs by 
making changes as simple as installing LED bulbs.  TCL&P will continue to work 
on providing solutions for the rest and will always focus our energies on the 
customer/owner’s by providing safe, reliable and the lowest cost energy. 

To provide the Public Power benefits of safety, lower rates, high reliability, local control, and 
exceptional customer service to the City, its residents, and all TCL&P customers.
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SAVE $3$3 Off The Purchase of  
any LED Holiday Light Set!

Coupon redeemable only at:  
ACE Hardware Co., 734 W. Front Street • DeWeese Hardware, 1029 Carver Street

Account #                                                                                                              

Name 

Address

Email
CONSUMER: Coupon cannot be used with other promotions, discounts, or on sale and clearance merchandise. 
Coupon void if altered or reproduced. Any other use constitutes fraud. Limit one coupon per customer per 
transaction. Coupon has no cash value. Expires on December 25, 2016.

RETAILER: Traverse City Light & Power will reimburse you for the face value of the coupon when submitted on 
or before January 13, 2017. Redeemable only in Traverse City, Michigan, USA. Void where prohibited, taxed or 
restricted by law. Send coupons to: Traverse City Light & Power, Attn: LED Coupon Redemption, 1131 Hastings 
Street, Traverse City, MI 49686.

 Phone #

LED Holiday Light Set 
TCL&P would like to help customers save this holiday season while encouraging the efficient 
use of energy.  Use the coupon below at any one of the retailers listed and get $3 off any LED 
holiday light set.  Now would be a great time to make the switch!

Bring your trees to Hull Park, located behind the Traverse Area District Library at the end 
of Hannah Street, and follow the Christmas tree drop-off signs. 

The Traverse City Parks and Recreation Department is once again accepting used 
Christmas trees from city residents to be chipped and recycled as mulch for use on 
nature trails throughout the community. 

Christmas Tree Recycling
December 26 – January 20

Drop off trees between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. beginning Monday, December 26, 2016 through 
Friday, January 20, 2017.

**The City will not collect Christmas trees that are left on streets or alleys.

Crew Spotlight

Ever wonder what it takes to become a Line Worker, working 
in extreme conditions, at heights in excess of 40 feet, while 
handling high voltage power lines? 

Here at TCL&P, we offer an apprenticeship training program 
that not only teaches individuals through study but also 
extensive “hands-on” experience.  Apprentices are full-time 
employees who work with our Journeyman Line Workers 
to learn a career skill through actual on the job training. 
The apprenticeship program requires trainees to complete 
7000 hours, covering areas such as erection of utility poles, 
installation of underground systems, stringing of overhead lines, pole-top and bucket rescue, CPR, 
first aid and equipment operation.

Pictured are TCL&P’s Line Worker Apprentices Josh Bancroft, Cody Gidner and Nathaniel Jenkins.


